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1 Introduction
LetD be a domain in Cn andAut(D) be the group of all biholomorphic automor-
phisms of D. Let v ∈ D be fixed and define the map Cv:Aut(D)→ D ×Gl(n)
by f 7→ (f(v), f∗v). The theorem of H. Cartan (see Narasimhan, [7], p. 169) can
be stated as follows.
Theorem 1.1 Let D be bounded. Then:
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1. The group Aut(D) possesses a natural Lie group structure compatible with
the compact-open topology such that the action Aut(D) × D → D is real
analytic.
2. For all v ∈ D the map Cv is a real-analytic homeomorphism onto its
image.
The domains we discuss here are open connected sets defined by finitely
many real polynomial inequalities or connected finite unions of such sets. These
are the domains in the so-called “semi-algebraic category” defined below (Def-
inition 2.1). For this reason we call them “semi-algebraic domains”. In this
paper we are interested in the algebraic nature of the image of Aut(D) and its
subgroups in D ×Gl(n) under the map Cv.
Example.1. The simplest example of a semi-algebraic domain is the unit
disk D = {|z| < 1}. For this domain
Aut(D) = PGL2(R)+ := {A ∈ PGL2(R) | detA > 0}.
We see that Aut(D), as a subgroup of PGL2(R), is defined by an inequality and
therefore is not an algebraic subgroup. In fact, the group Aut(D) here does not
admit algebraic structure as a Lie group.
To show this, assume that there is a Lie isomorphism ϕ:PGL2(R)+ → G,
where G is a real algebraic group. It continues to an isomorphism of com-
plexifications ϕC :PGL2(C) → GC . The latter, being a Lie isomorphism be-
tween semi-simple complex algebraic groups, is algebraic. Since G ⊂ GC is
real algebraic, so is its preimage (ϕC )−1(G) = PGL2(R)+. On the other hand,
PGL2(R)+ ⊂ PGL2(C) is not real Zariski closed. This is a contradiction.
Q. E. D.
Example.2. More generally let D be a bounded homogeneous domain in
Cn. By the classification theorem of Vinberg, Gindikin and Pyatetskii-Shapiro
(see [11], Theorem 6, p. 434), D is biholomorphic to a homogeneous Siegel
domain of the 1st or the 2nd kind. Such a domain is defined algebraically in
terms of a homogeneous convex cone ([11]) . Rothaus ([10]) gave a procedure
for constructing all homogeneous convex cones. The construction implies that
all homogeneous convex cones, and therefore all homogeneous Siegel domains of
the 1st and 2nd kind, are defined by finitely many polynomial inequalities. The
Siegel domains are unbounded but they are birationally equivalent to bounded
domains which are also defined by finitely many polynomial inequalities and
therefore are semi-algebraic. Thus, D is biholomorphic to a bounded semi-
algebaic domain.
The automorphism group Aut(D) of a bounded homogeneous domain was
discussed by Kaneyuki (see [4]) where he proved in particular that the iden-
tity component Aut(D)0 is isomorphic to an identity component of a real al-
gebraic group ([4], Theorem.3.2., p.106). Let x0 ∈ D be a fixed point. Since
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D = Aut(D)/Iso(x0) and the isotropy group Iso(x0) is compact, the automor-
phism group Aut(D) has finitely many components. Together with the result
of Kaneyuki this implies that Aut(D) is isomorphic to an open subgroup of a
real algebraic group.
In the above examples the automorphism group Aut(D) is isomorphic to
an open subgroup of a real algebraic group. Therefore, it admits a faithful
representation. For general domains however the automorphism group does not
admit a faithfull representation.
Example.3. Let
D := {(z, w) ∈ C2 | |z|2 + |w|2 < 1, w 6= 0}
be the unit ball in C2 with a unit disk removed. We consider D as a subset
of P2 with homogeneous coordinates ξ0, ξ1, ξ2, z = ξ1/ξ0, w = ξ2/ξ0. The
automorphism group of D is Aut(D) = SU(1, 1) × S1 with the action on D
given by
(A, τ)(ξ0, ξ1, ξ2) =
(
A 00
0 0 τ
) ξ0ξ1
ξ2

 , A ∈ SU(1, 1), τ ∈ S1.
The isomorphism K:C 7→ JCJ−1 between SL2(R) and SU(1, 1) (J =(−i 1
i 1
)
) yelds an effective action of SL2(R) on D. Furthermore, each map
jx:SL2(R) → D, jx(C) := Cx induces an isomorphism between fundamental
groups π1(SL2(R)) = π1(D) = Z. This implies that the induced action of a fi-
nite covering of SL2(R) on D lifts to an effective action on the finite covering D
′
of D of the same degree. But no covering of SL2(R) admits a faithfull represen-
tation (because every such representation factorizes through a representation of
SL2(C)). On the other hand, the map (z, w) 7→ (z, d
√
w) defines an isomorphism
between a finite covering of D of degree d and a bounded semi-algebraic domain
D˜ ⊂ C2.
In this example the group Aut(D) is not isomorphic to an open subset of an
algebraic group. Moreover, even in case it is, the action Aut(D)×D → D can
be “far from algebraic”. This phenomena is shown in the following example.
Example.4. Let F = C/Λ be a complex elliptic curve and P :F → P1 the
Weierstraß P-function which defines a 2 − 1 ramified covering over P 1. The
strip {z ∈ C | c− ǫ < Imz < c+ ǫ} covers a “circle strip” D˜ ⊂ C/Λ. Let D be
the projection of D˜ on P 1. If the constant c is generic and ǫ is small enough,
the projection of D˜ is biholomorphic. The real algebraic group S1 ⊂ C/Λ acts
by translations on D˜ which yields an effective action on D. Since the domain
D is bounded by real elliptic curves, it is therefore semi-algebraic. However
the action of S1 is expressed in terms of the Weierstraß P-function and is not
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algebraic. In fact there is no homomorphism of S1 in a real algebraic group
G such that the action S1 ×D → D is given by restrictions of polynomials on
G. This follows from the classification of 1-dimensional Nash (semi-algebraic)
groups given by Madden and Stanton (see [5]).
We see therefore that even in simple cases the class of real algebraic groups
and their subgroups is not large enough to describe the group Aut(D) and its
action on D. Consequently, we consider a larger class of groups where defining
inequalities are allowed.
Definition 1.1 1. A Nash function is a real analytic function f =
(f1, . . . , fm):U → Rm (where U is an open semi-algebraic subset of Rn)
such that for each of the components fk there is a nontrivial polynomial
P with P (x1, . . . , xn, fk(x1, . . . , xn)) = 0 for all (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ U .
2. A Nash manifold M is a real analytic manifold with finitely many coor-
dinate charts φi:Ui → Vi such that Vi ⊂ Rn is semi-algebraic for all i and
the transition functions are Nash (a Nash atlas).
3. A Nash manifold is called affine if it can be Nash (locally closed) imbedded
in RN for some N .
4. A Nash group is a Nash manifold with a group operation (x, y)→ xy−1
which is Nash with respect to every Nash coordinate chart.
Remark 1.1 The simplest example of a Nash manifold which is not affine is the
quotient R/Z with the Nash structure inherited from the standard Nash structure
on R. For the classification of such groups in the one-dimensional case see
J. J. Madden and C. M. Stanton in [5].
Roughly speaking, the goal of this paper is to prove that the automorphism
group Aut(D) of a semi-algebraic domain D has a natural Nash group structure
such that the action Aut(D)×D → D is also Nash. For this we need a certain
non-degeneracy condition on the boundary of D. To give the reader a flavour of
the main result, we first mention an application for the algebraic domains intro-
duced by Diederich and Fornæss ([2]), for which this condition is automatically
satisfied.
Definition 1.2 (see Diederich-Fornæss, [2]) A domain D ⊂⊂ Cn is called
algebraic if there exists a real polynomial r(z, z¯) such that D is a connected
component of the set
{z ∈ Cn | r(z, z¯) < 0}
and dr(z) 6= 0 for z ∈ ∂D.
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Theorem 1.2 Let D ⊂⊂ Cn, n > 1, be an algebraic domain. The group
Aut(D) possesses a unique structure of an affine Nash group so that the action
Aut(D)×D → D is Nash. For all v ∈ D, Cv:Aut(D)→ D ×Gl(n) is a Nash
isomorphism onto its image.
Corollary 1.1 Let D be as in Theorem 1.2. Then the group Aut(D) has finitely
many connected components.
Remark 1.2 In general the number of components of Aut(D) can be infinite.
For example, let H := {z ∈ C | Imz = 0} be the upper half-plane and
Hˆ := H ∪
⋃
n∈Z
Bǫ(n),
where Bǫ(n) is the ball with centre n and radius ǫ < 1/2. Let D ⊂ C2 be the
union of H×H and (H+i)×Hˆ. Then D is biholomorphic to a simply connected
bounded domain. The flat pieces of the boundary of D admit canonical foliations
z = const and w = const. The latters induce foliations of D of the same form
which are preserved by the automorphisms (see Remmert and Stein [9]). By this
argument one shows that Aut(D) = R⊕ Z.
For the formulation of our main result we need the following condition on D,
which is automatically satisfied for all bounded domains with smooth boundary,
in particular, for all algebraic domains.
Definition 1.3 1. A domain D ⊂ Cn or its boundary is called Levi-non-
degenerate, if there exists a point x0 ∈ ∂D and a neighborhood U ⊂ Cn
of x0 such that
D ∩ U = {z ∈ U | ϕ(z) < 0}
for a C2-function ϕ with dϕ 6= 0 and such that the Levi form in x0
Lr(x0) :=
n∑
k,l=1
∂2r
∂zi ∂z¯j
dzk ⊗ dz¯l
restricted to the holomorphic tangent space of ∂D in x0 is non-degenerate;
2. A domain D ⊂ Cn or its boundary is called completely Levi-non-
degenerate, if every boundary point outside a real analytic subset of
dimension 2n− 2 is non-degenerate in the above sense.
Now let D be semi-algebraic and consider the subset Auta(D) ⊂ Aut(D)
of all (biholomorphic) automorphisms which are Nash. In the following sense
Nash automorphisms are branches of algebraic maps (see Proposition 2.5).
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Definition 1.4 Let D be a domain in Cn. A holomorphic map f ∈ Aut(D)
is a branch of an algebraic map if there exists a complex n-dimensional
algebraic subvariety G ⊂ Cn × Cn which contains the graph of f .
The following is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 1.3 Let D ⊂⊂ Cn, n > 1, be a semi-algebraic Levi-non-degenerate
domain. Then
1. Auta(D) is a (closed) Lie subgroup of Aut(D),
2. Auta(D) possesses a unique structure of an affine Nash group so that the
action Auta(D)×D → D is Nash.
3. For all v ∈ D, Cv:Auta(D)→ D×Gl(n) is a Nash isomorphism onto its
image.
Theorem 1.2 is now a corollary of Theorem 1.3. This is a consequence of the
following result of K. Diederich and J. E. Fornæss ([2]).
Theorem 1.4 Let D ⊂⊂ Cn be an algebraic domain. Then Auta(D) =
Aut(D).
Remark. The proof of Theorem 1.4 makes use of the reflection principle (see
S. Pincˇuk, [8]) and basic methods of S. Webster ([12]) which are also fundamen-
tal in the present paper. Due to the results of K. Diederich and S. Webster ([3])
and of S. Webster ([12]) on the continuation of automorphisms, Theorem 1.3
can be applied to every situation where the automorphisms can be C∞ extended
to the boundary.
K. Diederich has informed the author that he and S. Pincˇuk recently proved
that, under natural non-degeneracy conditions on the boundary, automorphisms
of domains are always almost everywhere continuously extendable. Applying
this along with the reflection method, one would expect Aut(D) = Auta(D)
for D a semi-algebraic domain with ∂D completely Levi-non-degenerate. Thus
Theorem 1.3 applied to this situation would show that Aut(D) is an affine Nash
group acting semi-algebraically on D.
Acknowledgement. On this occasion I would like to thank my teacher
A. T. Huckleberry for formulating the problem, for calling my attention to the
relevant literature and for numerous very useful discussions.
2 Real semi-algebraic sets
Here we present some basic properties of semi-algebraic sets which will be used
in the proof of Theorem 1.3. For the proofs we refer to Benedetti-Risler [1].
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Definition 2.1 A subset V of Rn is called semi-algebraic if it admits some
representation of the form
V =
s⋃
i=1
ri⋂
j=1
Vij
where, for each i = 1, . . . , s and j = 1, . . . , ri, Vij is either {x ∈ Rn | Pij(x) < 0}
or {x ∈ Rn | Pij(x) = 0} for a real polynomial Pij .
As a consequence of the definition it follows that finite unions and inter-
sections of semi-algebraic sets are always semi-algebraic. Moreover, closures,
boundaries, interiors (see Proposition 2.2) and connected components of semi-
algebraic sets are semi-algebraic. Further, the number of connected components
is finite (see Corollary 2.1). Finally, any semi-algebraic set admits a finite semi-
algebraic stratification (see Definition 2.3 and Proposition 2.1).
The natural morphisms in the category of semi-algebraic set are semi-
algebraic maps:
Definition 2.2 Let X ⊂ Rn and Y ⊂ Rn be semi-algebraic sets. A map f :X →
Y is called semi-algebraic if the graph of f is a semi-algebraic set in Rm+n.
Definition 2.3 A stratification of a subset E of Rn is a partition {Ai}i∈I of
E such that
1. each Ai (called a stratum) is a real analytic locally closed submanifold of
Rn;
2. if Ai ∩Aj 6= ∅, then Ai ⊃ Aj and dimAj < dimAi (frontier condition).
A stratification is said to be finite if there is a finite number of strata and to be
semi-algebraic if furthermore each stratum is also a semi-algebraic set.
Proposition 2.1 Every semi-algebraic set E ⊂ Rn admits a semi-algebraic
stratification.
Corollary 2.1 Every semi-algebraic set has a finite number of connected com-
ponents and each such component is semi-algebraic.
Proposition 2.2 Let X be a semi-algebraic set in Rm. Then the closure X¯, its
interior
0
X, and its boundary ∂X are semi-algebraic sets.
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Using Proposition 2.1, dimension of a semi-algebraic set is defined to be the
maximal dimension of its stratum. This is independent of the choice of a finite
stratification.
Proposition 2.3 Let Y ⊂ Rm be a semi-algebraic set of dim Y ≤ k. Then it is
contained in some real algebraic set Z with dimZ ≤ k.
The following results on images and local triviality of semi-algebraic maps
will play an important role in the present paper.
Theorem 2.1 (Tarski-Seidenberg) Let f :X → Y be a semi-algebraic map.
Then the image f(X) ⊂ Y is semi-algebraic set.
Further we need the Theorem on local triviality (see Benedetti-Risler [1],
Theorem 2.7.1, p. 98).
Theorem 2.2 Let X and Y be semi-algebraic sets and let f :X → Y be a
continuous semi-algebraic map. Fix a finite semi-algebraic partition of X,
{X1, . . . , Xh}. Then there exists
1. a finite semi-algebraic stratification {Y1, . . . , Yk} of Y ;
2. a collection of semi-algebraic sets {F1, . . . , Fk} and, for every i = 1, . . . , k,
a finite semi-algebraic partition {Fi1, . . . , Fir} of Fi (typical fibres);
3. a collection of semi-algebraic homeomorphisms
gi: f
−1(Yi)→ Yi × Fi, i = 1, . . . , k
such that
(a) the diagram
f−1(Yi)
gi−→ Yi × Fiyf yp
Yi
id−→ Yi
is commutative (p:Yi × Fi → Yi is the natural projection);
(b) for every i = 1, . . . , k and every h = 1, . . . , r,
gi(f
−1(Yi) ∩Xh) = Yi × Fih.
Remark 2.1 In the above setting one says that f is a trivial semi-algebraic
map over Yi with typical fibre Fi and structure homeomorphisms gi.
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Further, we shall use the following proposition from real algebraic geometry
(see [1], Proposition 3.2.4).
Proposition 2.4 Let V ⊂ Rn be a real algebraic variety. The set of singular
points is an algebraic set properly contained in V .
The following Proposition provides a motivation for Definition 1.4.
Proposition 2.5 The Nash automorphisms f ∈ Auta(D) are branches of alge-
braic maps.
Proof. Let f ∈ Auta(D) be a Nash automorphism. Then f is holomorphic
and semi-algebraic. Every coordinate fj :D → C is also holomorphic and, by
Theorem 2.1, semi-algebraic. By Proposition 2.3, there exist real algebraic
sets Zj of (real) codimension 2 with Γfj ⊂ Zj . By Proposition 2.4, there
exists a regular point (w0, f(w0)) ∈ Γfj where Γfj is locally given by two real
polynomials P1(z, z¯), P2(z, z¯) or by a complex one P (z, z¯) := P1(z, z¯)+iP2(z, z¯),
such that dP 6= 0. The latter property implies that either ∂P 6= 0 or ∂¯P 6= 0.
We can assume that ∂P 6= 0, otherwise P can be replaced with P¯ .
Let P (z, z¯) = P ′(z) + P ′′(z, z¯) be a decomposition of P in the holomorphic
part P ′ and the remainder P ′′ which consists only of terms with non-trivial
powers of z¯. The part P ′ is not zero because dP ′ = ∂P 6= 0. We wish to prove
that Γfj is locally defined by the holomorphic polynomial P
′(z). The identity
P (w, fj(w), w¯, fj(w)) ≡ 0
for all w near w0 implies in particular the vanishing of the Taylor coefficients of
wk for all multi-indices k. But these coefficients are just
1
|k|!
∂|k|P ′(w, fj(w))
∂wk
and their vanishing means the vanishing of P ′(z, fj(z)).
Thus the graph Γfj is locally defined by a holomorphic polynomial Pj and
the polynomials P1, . . . , Pn define the n-dimensional algebraic variety required
in the definition of a branch of an algebraic map.
Q. E. D.
We shall also make frequent use of Chevalley’s theorem on constructible sets
(see Mumford [6], p. 72).
Definition 2.4 A subset A ∈ Cn is called constructible if it is a finite union
of locally closed complex algebraic subvarieties.
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Remark 2.2 Constructible sets are semi-algebraic.
Theorem 2.3 (Chevalley) Let X and Y be affine varieties and f :X → Y
any morphism. Then f maps constructible sets in X to constructible sets in Y .
3 A scheme of the proof
The proof of Theorem 1.3 can be divided in two steps. The essential ingredient
for the first step is the method of S. Webster (see [12]) based on the reflection
principle (see S. Pincˇuk, [8]). We use it to construct an appropriate family of
graphs of automorphisms from Auta(D). In fact we construct a constructible
family F which fibres contain automorphisms from Auta(D). This is carried
out in sections 4 and 4.3.
In the second step we show using the family constructed in the first step that
the set Cv(Auta(D)) is Nash. Taking a neighborhood where Cv(Auta(D)) is not
empty and closed and taking its pullback in Aut(D) we obtain a neighborhood
where Auta(D) is closed, which implies statement 1. in Theorem 1.3. In fact
we prove that the exact family of graphs
Γ := {(Cv(f), w, f(w) | f ∈ Auta(D), w ∈ Cn}
is Nash. If we identify Auta(D) with Cv(Auta(D)), Γ is the graph of the action
Auta(D)×D → D. This proves statement 3. To obtain statement 2., we observe
that group operation can be defined semi-algebraically in terms of Γ. Here we
use the theory of semi-algebraic sets and their morphisms.
4 Reflection principle
Let D ⊂⊂ Cn be a semi-algebraic Levi-non-degenerate domain. By Proposi-
tion 2.2, the boundary ∂D is semi-algebraic. By Proposition 2.3, there exists
a real algebraic set H of dimension 2n− 1 which contains ∂D. Let Hi be irre-
ducible components of H of dimension 2n− 1. By Definition 1.3, the Levi form
of some component of H , let say of H1, is not everywhere degenerate.
To every irreducible hypersurface Hi we associate a real Zariski open set
Ui ⊂ Cn and a real polynomial ri(z, z¯) with Hi ∩Ui = {ri = 0}∩Ui and dr 6= 0
on Ui. By Proposition 2.4, such Ui’s and ri’s exist.
Let f ∈ Auta(D) be any fixed map which is, by Proposition 2.5 a branch
of an algebraic map and V ⊂ Cn × Cn be the corresponding n-dimensional
algebraic subvariety which contains the graph of f . We wish to extend f in a
neighborhood of a boundary point x ∈ H1. Outside a proper complex algebraic
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subvariety V ′ ⊂ V the variety V defines f and f−1 as possibly multiple-valued
algebraic maps. Since dimC V = n, dimC V
′ ≤ n− 1. Since dimR H1 = 2n− 1,
there exists a point x ∈ H1∩U1 and a neighborhood U ⊂ U1 of x such that V is
a trivial covering over U and all sections of this covering define biholomorphic
maps onto their images. One of these maps coincides with f over D ∩ U . This
map yields the desired extension of f . Since f is an automorphism of D, it
maps H1 ∩ U into ∂D.
Notation. Let i = i(f) be such that f(H1 ∩ U) ⊂ Hi. Let w0 ∈ H1 ∩ U be
an arbitrary point such that for w′0 = f(w0) one has dri(w
′
0) 6= 0.
We use the notation
r := r1, r
′ := ri, H := H1, and H
′ := Hi.
Then f(H ∩ U) ⊂ H ′ and we have a relation
r′(f(z), f¯(z¯)) = g(z, z¯)r(z, z¯), (1)
where g(z, z¯) is real analytic.
Let z = x+iy, where x and y are real coordinate vectors. Since the functions
in (1) are given by power series in (x, y), they are still defined for complex
vectors x and y near w0. This is equivalent to varying z and z¯ independently.
The relation (1) persists:
r′(f(z), f¯(w¯)) = g(z, w¯)r(z, w¯). (2)
Now we consider the spaces Z := Cn, Z ′ := Cn, W := Cn and W ′ := Cn
and define the complexifications H ⊂ Z × W¯ and H′ ⊂ Z ′ × W¯ ′ by
r(z, w¯) = 0, r′(z′, w¯′) = 0. (3)
The so-called Segre complex varieties associated to the points w ∈ W are
defined by
Qw = {z ∈ Z | r(z, w¯) = 0}.
Since g(z, w¯) is holomorphic for z and w near w0, we see from (2) that the map
fC := f × f¯ takes {z}×Qz into {z′}×Q′z′ , where z′ = f(z). Hence, the family
of complex hypersurfaces {z} ×Qz is invariantly related to H .
Since r(z, z¯) is real, we have
r(z, w¯) = r¯(w¯, z) = r(w, z¯),
so that z ∈ Qw ⇐⇒ w ∈ Qz. Also z ∈ Qz ⇐⇒ z ∈ H . Since r is real and
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dr = ∂r + ∂¯r does not vanish at w0 (resp. r
′ is real and dr′ = ∂r′ + ∂¯r′ does
not vanish at w′0), we have
∂r(z, w¯) 6= 0, ∂r′(z′, w¯′) 6= 0 (4)
for z and w near w0 and for z
′ and w′ near w′0.
The relation (4) implies that Qw is non-singular in z if (z, w¯) is near (w0, w¯0).
Let πz(w¯) denote the complex tangent space TzQw as an element in the grass-
manian Gn,n−1. It follows that πz is an antiholomorphic map from {z}×Qz to
Gn,n−1. S. Webster proves the following fact ([12], p. 55, Lemma 1.1):
Lemma 4.1 The antiholomorphic map πz(w¯) is locally invertible near the
points of H where the Levi form is non-degenerate.
Since the Levi form of U ∩H is non-degenerate, and a biholomorphic map
preserves this property, the Levi form of H ′ is non-degenerate around w′0 =
f(w0) ∈ H ′. By Lemma 4.1, πz and π′z′ are locally invertible for (z, w¯) near
(w0, w¯0) and (z
′, w¯′) near (w′0, w¯
′
0).
The first step of Webster’s method is to describe the map f between Qz and
Q′z′ . We have seen that f takes Qw into Q
′
w′ , w
′ = f(w). We take w ∈ Qz.
Then all Qw’s pass through the point z and all Q
′
w′ ’s through z
′. Therefore the
differential f∗z ∈ Gl(n) takes TzQw into Tz′Q′w′ , i.e. πz(w¯) into πz′(w¯′). These
considerations mean that the restriction f |Qz can be decomposed as follows
([12], p. 56):
w
πz7−→ TzQw
Jn−1(f∗z)7−→ Tz′Q′w′
π
−1
z′7−→ w′, (5)
where the second map Jn−1(f∗z):Gn,n−1 → G′n,n−1 is the natural map between
grassmanians which is induced by the differential f∗z:TzZ → Tz′Z ′.
The decomposition (5) implies that for w ∈ Qz and w′ = f(w), z′ = f(z)
and q = f∗z ∈ Gl(n) the following relation is satisfied:
π′z′(w¯
′) = Jn−1(q)(πz(w¯)). (6)
This relation expresses the restriction φ := f |Qz in terms of parameters
(z, z′, q) ∈ Z×Z ′×Gl(n). This is of great importance for our parametrization of
the graphs of elements of Auta(D). Hence we underline this fact by introducing
the notation
φ(z¯, z¯′, q¯):Qz → Q′z′ (7)
for φ := f |Qz . We write the conjugate variables for arguments of φ in order to
emphasize that φ depends holomorphically on them.
The idea of the second step is to express the map f in terms of restrictions
f |Qz . This is done separately for n = 2 and n ≥ 3.
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4.1 The case n ≥ 3
Let z0 ∈ U ∩Qw0 be any point. Lemma 4.1 gives points v1, . . . , vn ∈ Qz0 near
w0 such that all Qvj are non-singular and transverse in z0 and the algebraic
curve γ, defined by
r(z, v¯1) = · · · = r(z, v¯n−1) = 0, (8)
is transverse to Qw0 . Every w near w0 lies in some Qz, z ∈ γ, namely for
z ∈ γ ∩ Qw. Therefore, to describe f(w) we need only to consider restrictions
f |Qz , z ∈ γ.
Given the values z′ = f(z) and differentials q = f∗z ∈ Gl(n), the map f |Qz is
determined by (6). Since γ ⊂ Qv1 , the values z′ = f(z) along γ are determined,
in turn, due to (6) by parameters (v1, v
′
1, l1) = (v1, f(v1), f∗v1). Namely, we use
the map φ in (7) and set
z′ = φ(v¯1, v¯
′
1, l¯1)(z). (9)
Further, the differentials f∗z along γ can be expressed in terms of parameters
(v1, v
′
1, l1) = (v1, f(v1), f∗v1). Consider the differential 1-forms
θα = ∂r(z, v¯α).
They define a frame in the cotangent spaces. Let
{Yj = Yj(z, v¯1, . . . , v¯n−1, w¯), j = 1, . . . , n}
be the dual vector field frame. This frame has rational coefficients in the vari-
ables (z, v¯1, . . . , v¯n−1, w¯) and satisfies the conditions
Y1 is transverse to Qv1 and tangent to Qv2 ,
Y2 is transverse to Qv2 and tangent to Qv1 ,
Y3, . . . , Yn are tangent to Qv1 ∩Qv2 .

 (10)
Similar differential 1-forms θ′α and frame vector fields Y
′
j are constructed for
H ′. Relative to these two frame fields
f∗zYl =
∑
qljY
′
j ,
where
[qlj ] =

 q11 0 00 q22 0
q1β q2β qαβ

 , (11)
α, β = 3, . . . , n.
The functions q11, q1β , qαβ are determined by values of f along Qv1 , i.e.
by φ(v1, v
′
1, l1) (where v
′
1 = f(v1) and l1 = f∗v1). Similarly, q22 and q2β are
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determined by φ(v2, v
′
2, l2). These dependencies can be expressed by relations
q11 = θ
′
1(φ∗z(v1, v
′
1, l1)Y1),
q1β = θ
′
1(φ∗z(v1, v
′
1, l1)Yβ),
qαβ = θ
′
α(φ∗z(v1, v
′
1, l1)Yβ),
q22 = θ
′
2(φ∗z(v2, v
′
2, l2)Y2),
q2β = θ
′
2(φ∗z(v2, v
′
2, l2)Yβ),
q12 = q21 = qα1 = qα2 = 0.


. (12)
Thus, the map f is completely determined by parameters vj ∈ Vj := Cn, v′j ∈
V ′j := C
n and li ∈ Lj := Gl(n), j = 1, . . . , n.
4.2 The case n = 2
In case n = 2 there are no frames with properties (10) and another construction
([12], p. 58) is needed. By Lemma 4.1, two points ζ1, ζ2 ∈ Qw0 can be chosen
such that Qζ1 and Qζ2 are non-singular and transverse in w0. Then choose
v1 ∈ Qζ1 and v2 ∈ Qζ2 such that each Qvj is non-singular in ζj and transverse
to Qw0 there. Now fix v1 and v2 and let z1 and z2 move along Qv1 and Qv2
respectively. For z1 and z2 near ζ1 and ζ2, it follows that Qz1 and Qz2 are still
transverse near w0 and intersect each other in a single point w there. Conversely,
for given w near w0, Qw intersects each Qvj transversely in a point zj near ζj .
In this way a local biholomorphic correspondence between w ∈ W (:= Cn) and
(z1, z2) ∈ Qv1 ×Qv2 is obtained. It is defined by relations
r(w, z¯j) = 0 (⇐⇒ zj ∈ Qw), j = 1, 2; (13)
r(vj , z¯j) = 0 (⇐⇒ zj ∈ Qvj ). (14)
Further, set w′0 := f(w0), ζ
′
j := f(ζj), v
′
j := f(vj). All transverse properties
are preserved by the biholomorphic map f . Again, one obtains a local biholo-
morphic correspondence between w′ ∈ W ′ and (z′1, z′2) ∈ Qv′1 × Qv′2 , which is
defined by
r′(w′, z¯′j) = 0 (⇐⇒ w′ ∈ Q′z′
j
); (15)
r′(v′j , z¯
′
j) = 0 (⇐⇒ z′j ∈ Q′v′
j
). (16)
Since the Segre varieties Qz are invariant with respect to f , if z
′
j := f(zj),
one obtains the corresponding point w′ = f(w). Thus, f can be decomposed in
the following way:
W −→ Qv1 ×Qv2 f×f−→ Q′v′
1
×Q′v′
2
−→W ′. (17)
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The middle map here is in fact f |Qv1 × f |Qv2 which is equal to φ(v¯1, v¯′1, l¯1)×
φ(v¯2, v¯
′
2, l¯2), where φ is the map (7) and lj := f∗vj . In other words we have a
relation between zj and z
′
j :
z′j = φ(v¯j , v¯
′
j , l¯j)(zj) (18)
Thus, f is completely determined by parameters vj ∈ Vj := Cn, v′j ∈ V ′j :=
Cn and li ∈ Lj := Gl(n), j = 1, 2.
4.3 Reflection principle with parameters
The local construction recalled in previous paragraph is in fact global because
of its algebraic nature. The map f was locally expressed in terms of parameters
(v, v′, l) = (v, f(v), f∗v) ∈ P , where v := (v1, . . . , vn) and
P :=
n∏
j=1
(Vj × V ′j × Lj).
Using the same algebraic relations globally, we shall obtain a constructible fam-
ily F ⊂ P ×W ×W ′ such that the graph Γf is an open subset of the closure
of the fibre Fp for generic v and p = (v, f(v), f∗v) (this will be made precise
below).
We start with construction of a constructible family for the map
φ(z, z′, q):Qz → Q′z′
in (7). For this we consider the constructible subset
Φ ⊂ Gl(n)× Z¯ ×W × Z¯ ′ ×W ′
defined by relations (3), (4), and (6). The relations (4) provide the existence of
πz(w¯) and π
′
z′(w¯
′) respectively. Furthermore, we have seen that
(f∗z, z¯, w, f(z), f(w)) ∈ Φ
for (z, w¯) ∈ H near (w0, w¯0), and πz and πz′ are local invertible there
(Lemma 4.1). To provide this local invertibility “globally”, we assume, changing
if necessary to a smaller constructible subset of Φ, that
det
∂πz(w¯)
∂w¯
6= 0, det ∂π
′
z′(w¯
′)
∂w¯′
6= 0. (19)
The set Φ defines now a family of possibly multiple-valued maps
φ(z¯, z¯′, q¯):Qz → Q′z′ .
Consider the complexifications H ⊂ Z × W¯ and H′ ⊂ Z ′ × W¯ ′. Then Φ is a
subset in Gl(n)× H¯ × H¯′.
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Lemma 4.2 The projection δ: Φ→ Gl(n)×Z¯ ′×H¯ has finite fibres and is locally
biholomorphic.
Proof. We need to prove that w′ ∈ δ−1(q¯, z¯′, z¯, w) depends locally holomor-
phically on (q¯, z¯′, z¯, w). For this it is enough to observe, that, by (19), πz′(w¯)
is locally invertible and, by (6), w¯′ = (π′z′)
−1(Jn−1(q)(πz(w¯))). Since the above
fibres are constructible, they are finite.
Q. E. D.
In the following let φ denote the multiple-valued map defined by Φ. Since
every value of φ is, by Lemma 4.2, locally holomorphic in w, we can discuss its
differential φ∗ = φ(q¯, z¯
′, z¯, w)∗ which is also possibly multiple-valued.
For the construction of the required family we need to consider auxiliary
parameter spaces A := Z ×Z ′ ×Gl(n) for n > 2 and A := (Z ×Z ′)2 for n = 2.
Let F ⊂ A¯× P ×W ×W ′ be the constructible subset defined by relations (3),
(6), (8), (9) and (12) in case n > 2 and by (13), (14), (15), (16) and (18) in case
n = 2.
Passing if necessary to a constructible subset, we can require that in case
n > 3 all Qvj ’s and Qw are transverse in z and all Q
′
v′
j
’s and Q′w′ are transverse
in z′. In case n = 2 we require that each Qvj is transverse to Qw in zj and Qzj ’s
are transverse in w and, similarly, each Q′v′
j
is transverse to Q′w′ in z
′
j and Q
′
z′
j
’s
are transverse in w′.
Further, by Theorem 2.3 of Chevalley, the projection π(F ) of F on P ×
W ×W ′ is also constructible. We don’t have in general a local biholomorphic
property as in Lemma 4.2 for π(F ), but we still can prove the finiteness:
Lemma 4.3 The projection σ:π(F )→ P ×W has finite fibres.
Proof. Let fix (p, w) ∈ P ×W . Let (p, w,w′) ∈ F be any point. By the
construction of π(F ), there exist points a ∈ A such that (a¯, p, w, w′) ∈ F .
Case n > 2 Let a = (z, z′, q). We constructed F such that Qv1 , . . . , Qvn−1
and Qw are transversal in z. Then, by (3) and (8), the set of possible z ∈ Z is
discrete and therefore finite. Further, by (9) and (12), only finitely many z′’s
and q’s are possible. Here we use Lemma 4.2. Now w′ ∈ W ′ is determined by
(6), which implies finiteness of the set of w′’s.
Case n = 2 Let a = (z1, z
′
1, z2, z
′
2). By definition of F2, Qw and Qvj are
transverse in zj. Then there are only finitely many possible intersections zj . By
(18), the number of possible z′j’s is also finite. Finally, since Q
′
z′
j
are transverse
in w′, the number of possible w′’s is also finite.
Q. E. D.
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Now let f ∈ Auta(D) be fixed and H = H1, H ′ = Hi for i = i(f) (we defined
i(f) by the condition f(H1 ∩U) ⊂ Hi for some open U ⊂ Cn with H1 ∩U 6= ∅).
By our construction, (v, f(v), f∗v, w, f(w)) ∈ π(F ) for all (v, w) in some open
subset U1 ⊂ V ×W . Here we wish to point out that the family π(F ) depends on
the index i = i(f). To include all automorphisms f ∈ Auta(D), we just consider
the finite union of π(F )i ⊂ P ×W ×W ′ for all possible i = i(f), f ∈ Auta(D)
and denote it again by F .
The set F is constructible, i.e. a finite union of locally closed algebraic
subvarieties. It follows that the set
E(f) := {(v, w) ∈ Dn+1 | (v, f(v), f∗v, w, f(w)) /∈ F}
is analytically constructible, i.e. a finite union of locally closed analytic sub-
varieties. If (v, w) is outside the closure of E(f), we have (p, w, f(w)) ∈ F for
p = (v, f(v), f∗v) ∈ P . This means that the graph Γf := {(w, f(w)) | w ∈ D}
lies in the closure of the fibre Fp.
Now we wish to prove main result of this section.
Proposition 4.1 Let P , W and W ′ be as above. There exist constructible
subsets F ⊂ P ×W ×W ′ and E ⊂ P × V ×W such that
1. The projection σ:F → P ×W has finite fibres;
2. For every fixed f ∈ Auta(D) there exists a proper subset E(f) ⊂ Dn+1,
such that for all (v, w) ∈ (Dn+1)\E(f) and p = (v, f(v), f∗v) ∈ P one has
(p, w, f(w)) ∈ F , the graph Γf is a subset of the closure of the fibre Fp
and E(f) ⊂ Ep;
3. Ep is of complex codimension at least 1 in V ×W .
We need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4 Let A, B and C ⊂ A × B be constructible subsets of arbitrary
algebraic varieties. Then the fibrewise closure of C in A × B, i.e. the union
of closures of the fibres Ca := ({a} ×B) ∩ C, a ∈ A is constructible.
The proof is based on the following fact (see Mumford, [6], Corollary 1,
p.71). Recall that a morphism is dominating if its image is dense.
Proposition 4.2 Let X and Y be two complex algebraic varieties, f :X → Y be
a dominating morphism and r = dimX−dimY . Then there is a nonempty open
set U ⊂ Y such that, for all y ∈ U , f−1(y) is a nonempty “pure” r-dimensional
set, i.e. all its components have dimension r.
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Proof of Lemma 4.4. We first observe that given two constructible subsets
C1, C2 ⊂ A×B which have constructible fibrewise closures, the union C = C1∪
C2 has also this property. Changing to locally closed irreducible components,
we can assume that A, B and C are irreducible algebraic varieties.
Now we prove the statement by induction on dimension of A. In case
dimA = 0 the fibrewise closure of C is just the closure of C which is con-
structible.
Let π: C¯ → A denote the projection of the closure C¯ on A. We can assume
π to be dominant, otherwise A is replaced by the closure of π(C¯) which has a
smaller dimension. Now we apply Proposition 4.2 to the projection π and obtain
an open subset U ⊂ A, such that the fibre’s over U have pure dimension dimC−
dimA. We have a partition A = U∪(A\U) of A and the corresponding partition
C = (C1 ∪ C2) (C1 := C ∩ (U × B), C2 := C ∩ ((A\U) × B)). By the above
observation, it is enough to prove the statement for C1 and C2 separately. The
statement for C2 follows by induction, because dim(A\U) < dimA. Therefore
we can assume A = U .
Now we consider the irreducible components Ci of C¯\C, dimCi < dimC. If
Si := π(Ci) 6= A for some i, then we replace A by A\Si and correspondingly C
by C ∩ π−1(A\Si). Thus we may assume that π:Ci → A is dominaiting for all
i. Then we can apply Proposition 4.2 to every Ci and obtain a number of open
sets Ui ⊂ A. Let U be the intersection of all Ui’s. Since A is irreducible, U is
not empty. Again, proceeding by induction, we can reduce the statement to the
case A = U . But in this case the fibres of C¯ are of pure dimension dimC−dimA
and the fibres of C¯\C have smaller dimension. This implies that the fibrewise
closure of C coincides with the usual closure C¯ which is constructible.
Q. E. D.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Statement 1 follows from Lemma 4.3. It follows
from the local Webster’s construction (section 4) that (p, w, f(w)) ∈ F (p =
(v, f(v), f∗v)) for all (v, w) in an open subset U ⊂ Dn+1. This means that U
lies in the complement of the “ exceptional set” E(f). Let Ω(f) := Dn+1\E(f),
i.e.
Ω(f) = {(v, w) ∈ Dn+1 | (v, f(v), f∗v, w, f(w)) ∈ F}.
The set E must be globally defined independently of any automorphism
f ∈ Auta(D). For this it is necessary to define Ω(f) in another way. Changing
if necessary to a constructible subset of F , we may assume that the projection
σp:Fp → W is locally biholomorphic and Ω(f) still contains an open subset
U ⊂ Dn+1. Then the differentials ∂w′
∂w
are certainly defined. We now define the
family F ′ ⊂ F ×Gl(n) of differentials by adding values of ∂w′
∂w
:
F ′ := {(p, w,w′, q) ∈ F ×Gl(n) | q = ∂w
′
∂w
}
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This is a constructible set and we have (v, f(v), f∗v, w, f(w), f∗w) ∈ F ′ for (v, w)
in some open set U ⊂ Dn+1. Now we write the definition of Ω(f) in the form:
Ω(f) := {(v, w) ∈ V ×W | for v′ = f(v), l = f∗v, w′ = f(w) :
(v, v′, l, w, w′) ∈ F}.
Now we define a set Ω which contains Ω(f) for all f ∈ Auta(D):
Ω := {(p, v, w, v′, w′, l) ∈ P × V ×W × V ′ ×W ′ ×Gl(n) |
∀j : (p, vj , v′j , lj) ∈ F ′ ∧ (p, w,w′) ∈ F ∧ (v, v′, l, w, w′) ∈ F}.
For f ∈ Auta(D), (v, w) ∈ U , and p = (v, f(v), f∗v), we have
(v, w, f(v), f(w), f∗v) ∈ Ωp.
Let Ω′ be the fibrewise closure of Ω, i.e. the union of all closures of Ωp, p ∈ P .
By Lemma 4.4, Ω′ is constructible. Finally, we define E ⊂ P × V ×W to be
the projection of Ω′\Ω on P × V × W . By Theorem 2.3 of Chevalley, E is
constructible.
We now wish to prove that every fibre Ep is of codimension at least 1. For
this we note that for p ∈ P fixed the projection of Ωp on V ×W has finite fibres,
i.e. dimΩp ≤ dim(V ×W ). This implies dim(Ω′\Ω)p < dim(V ×W ) and Ep is
of codimension at least 1 as required in statement 3.
We take now any (v, w) ∈ Dn+1 outside E(f) and set p = (v, f(v), f∗v). For
the proof of statement 2, consider f ∈ Auta(D), take (v, w) ∈ Dn+1\E(f), and
set p = (v, f(v), f∗v). We shall prove that E(f) ⊂ Ep. Let (v0, w0) ∈ E(f) be
any point. If (v, w) ∈ U , we have
(v, f(v), f∗v, w, f(w), f∗w) ∈ F ′,
which implies
(p, v, w, f(v), f(w), f∗v) ∈ Ω.
Here (v, w) ∈ U is arbitrary. Since f is holomorphic, we have this property
globally for all (v, w) ∈ Dn+1 if we replace Ω with its fibrewise closure Ω′. In
particular, we have
(v0, w0, f(v0), f(w0), f∗v0) ∈ Ω′p.
Since (v0, w0) ∈ E(f), the point
(v0, f(v0), f∗v0 , w0, f(w0))
does not lie in F . This implies that
(v0, w0, f(v0), f(w0), f∗v0)
does not lie in Ωp and then it is in Ωp\Ωp. This means (v0, w0) ∈ Ep, which is
required. The proof of Proposition 4.1 is finished.
Q. E. D.
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5 The choice of parameters
In the previous section we proved the existence of a constructible algebraic
family F ⊂ P ×W ×W ′ with the property that for all f ∈ Auta(D) there exists
a point p ∈ P such that
Γf ⊂ Fp. (20)
The goal of this section is to choose for every f appropriate parameter p with
this property and obtain a map ı from Auta(D) in the corresponding parameter
space P . The first idea is to take some generic v ∈ V (:= V1×· · ·×Vn = Cn2) and
to define p = (v, f(v), f∗v). If (v, w) /∈ E(f), Proposition 4.1 yields the required
property (20). However, if we wish to define a global map Auta(D) → P , the
condition (v, w) /∈ E(f) must be satisfied for all f ∈ Auta(D). Unfortunately,
this is not true in general. It is therefore necessary to take sufficiently many
points (vµ, wµ) ∈ V ×W instead of one (v, w), such that (vµ, wµ) /∈ E(f) is
always true at least for one µ. In fact, we prove the following Proposition.
Proposition 5.1 There exists a natural number N , a constructible subset F ⊂
PN ×W ×W ′ and a collection of points v1, . . . , vm ∈ D, m = nN , such that
1. the projection σ:F → PN ×W has finite fibres,
2. for all f ∈ Auta(D) the graph Γf is a subset of the clo-
sure Fı(f), where the map ı:Aut(D) → PN is given by ı(f) =
(v1, f(v1), f∗v1 , . . . , vm, f(vm), f∗vm).
Remark 5.1 Once the set v1, . . . , vm is chosen, we can add to it finitely many
other v’s and not change the statement of Proposition 5.1.
Before we start with the proof we need a technical lemma.
Lemma 5.1 Let A, B, C ⊂ A × B be constructible sets and every fibre Ca :=
{b ∈ B | (a, b) ∈ C} be of codimension at least one. Then there exists a finite
number of points bµ ∈ B, µ = 1, . . . , s such that for every a ∈ A there is a point
bµ /∈ Ca.
Proof. We first prove the statement for A a locally closed irreducible sub-
variety by induction on dimension of A. If dimA = 0, the statement is obvious.
Assume it to be proven for dimA < d. By definition of constructible sets,
C is a finite union of locally closed subvarieties Cα = Uα ∩ Fα where Uα are
Zariski open and Fα are closed subvarieties. The subvarieties Fα are not open,
otherwise a fibre Ca would contain an open subset. So we can choose a point
(a0, b0) ∈ (∩αUα)\(∪αFα)
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The set A′ of points a ∈ A, such that b0 ∈ Ca, is the projection on A of
the intersection (A × {b0}) ∩ C, which is constructible. There is an entire
neighborhood of a0 in the complement and, hence, A
′ has lower dimension than
A. Now we use induction for all irreducible components of the closure A′. This
yields a number of points bµ. These points together with b0 satisfy the required
condition.
To prove the statement in case A is constructible we note, that A is by
Definition 2.4 a finite union of locally closed Aα’s. For every Aα with Cα :=
(Aα×B)∩C the statement of Lemma gives a finite set of points bµ. The union
of these finite sets for all α satisfies the required property.
Q. E. D.
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Now we apply Lemma 5.1 to our situation. Let
P ′ be the constructible subset of all parameters p ∈ P such that Ep ⊂ V ×W is
of codimension at least 1. Then we set in Lemma 5.1 A := P ′, B := V ×W and
C := E ∩ (P ′ × V ×W ). The statement of Lemma yields a number of points
(v(µ), wµ) ∈ Dn+1, µ = 1, . . . , N.
For every f ∈ Auta(D) and (v, w) /∈ E(f) we have by condition 3 in Proposi-
tion 4.1, E(f) ⊂ Ep for p = (v, f(v), f∗v). Then for some µ = 1, . . . , N we have
(v(µ), wµ) /∈ Ep, i.e. (v(µ), wµ) /∈ E(f) and, by condition 2 in Proposition 4.1,
(p, w, f(w)) ∈ F . We obtain m = Nn points v1, . . . , vm.
Now we construct the required family F to be the union of the sets Fµ
defined by
Fµ := {(p1, . . . , pN , w, w′) ∈ PN ×W ×W ′ | (pµ, w, w′) ∈ F}, (21)
Statement 1 in Proposition 5.1 follows from condition 1 in Proposition 4.1.
Let ı:Aut(D)→ PN be the map defined by
ı(f) := (v1, f(v1), f∗v1 , . . . , vm, f(vm), f∗vm). (22)
It is in fact a product of Cartan maps Cv: f 7→ (f(v), f∗v) and is therefore a
homeomorphism onto its image. Statement 2 in Proposition 5.1 follows now
from the above choice of vj ’s.
Q. E. D.
6 Defining conditions for Auta(D)
In Proposition 5.1 we constructed a map ı:Aut(D) → PN . Our goal here is
to give semi-algebraic description of the image ı(Auta(D)) and to prove the
following Proposition.
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Proposition 6.1 The image ı(Auta(D)) and the set of all graphs
Γ := {(ı(f), w, f(w)) | f ∈ Auta(D) ∧w ∈ D}
are semi-algebraic.
6.1 Reduction to a fixed pattern.
In Proposition 5.1 we obtained a constructible family F ⊂ PN ×W ×W ′. Our
goal now is to find a stratification of PN ×W such that F has a simplier form
over each stratum. This is done by applying Theorem 2.2 on local triviality of
semi-algebraic morphisms.
To simplify the notation we shall write P for PN . We first consider the pro-
jection σ:F → P×W . Since we are interested only in points over P×D ⊂ P×W ,
we write F ⊂ P × D × W ′ for the intersection with P × D × W ′. Since
D is semi-algebraic, F is semi-algebraic. The projection σ:F → P × D is
a continuous semi-algebraic map (see Definition 2.2) and we can apply Theo-
rem 2.2 on local triviality. Theorem 2.2 yields a finite semi-algebraic stratifi-
cation {Y1, . . . , Yh} of P ×D (see Definition 2.3), a collection of semi-algebraic
typical fibres {E1, . . . , Eh} and a collection of semi-algebraic structural homeo-
morphisms
e˜i:Yi × Ei → σ−1(Yi), i = 1, . . . , h (23)
(the e˜i’s here are the inverses of the gi’s in Theorem 2.2). By statement 1 in
Proposition 5.1, every typical fibre Ei is finite.
The semi-algebraic stratification {Yi} of the product P ×D defines a strat-
ification of every fibre {p} ×D. This stratification depends on p ∈ P and the
qualitative picture (e.g. the number of open strata) can also depend on p. How-
ever, by changing to a partition of P we reduce this general case to the case of
fixed stratification of {p} ×D, a fixed pattern.
For this we apply Theorem 2.2 again to the projection ρ:P × D → P and
partition {Y1, . . . , Yh} of P ×D. We obtain a finite semi-algebraic stratification
{P1, . . . , Pr} of P , a collection of semi-algebraic typical fibres {G1, . . . , Gr}, for
every l = 1, . . . , r a finite semi-algebraic partition {Gl1, . . . , Glh} of Gl and a
collection of semi-algebraic structural homeomorphisms
gl:Pl ×Gl → ρ−1(Pl), l = 1, . . . , r, (24)
such that
gl(Pl ×Gli) = (ρ−1(Pl)) ∩ Yi, l = 1, . . . , r, i = 1, . . . , h. (25)
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6.2 The set of all automorphisms.
Here we discuss the set of all automorphisms of D the graphs of which are
contained in the closures of fibres of our family F . By condition 1 in Proposi-
tion 5.1, only finitely many automorphisms can be contained in the closure of
a fixed fibre. On the other hand, a fixed automorphism can be contained in
closures of a multitude of fibres.
Without loss of generality we assume, that {Gl1, . . . , Glh} is a finite semi-
algebraic stratification of Gl and Gli are connected (see Proposition 2.1 and
Corollary 2.1).
Now for fixed p ∈ Pl we wish to determine if the fibre Fp ⊂ D×W ′ is related
to some f ∈ Aut(D). Our procedure for doing this is semi-algebraic: over
the fixed decomposition D = ⊔iGil (in fact only over open Gil’S) we consider
the pieces of Fp, determined by the trivialization of it with typical fibres Ei.
The condition that certain of these pieces fit together to form a graph of an
automorphism proves to be semi-algebraic.
Among the strata Gli, i = 1, . . . , h we choose the open one’s, which are
assumed to be Gli, i = 1, . . . , t, t ≤ h. By Proposition 5.1, the projection
σ:F → P ×D has finite fibres so the typical fibres Ei are all finite. Let us fix
a t-tuple e = (e1, . . . , et) ∈ E := E1× · · · ×Et. The number of possible t-tuples
is finite. Further, we define the maps ξe,p over each open (Yi)p := {w ∈ D |
(p, w) ∈ Yi} ⊂ D by
(p, w, ξe,p(w)) = e˜i(p, w, ei), i = 1, . . . , t, (26)
where e˜i:Yi × Ei → σ−1(Yi) are the trivialization morphisms in (23).
Proposition 6.2 Let Pl and e ∈ E be fixed. The set Pe,l of all parameters
p ∈ Pl such that the map ξe,p extends to a biholomorphic automorphism from
Auta(D) is semi-algebraic.
We begin with three lemmas. The first one is a semi-algebraic version of
Lemma 4.4 on constructible sets.
Lemma 6.1 Let A, B and C ⊂ A×B be semi-algebraic sets. Then the “fibre-
wise” closure of C, i.e. the union of closures of the fibres Ca := ({a}×B)∩C,
a ∈ A is semi-algebraic.
Proof. Let X := A × B and consider the partition X1 := C, X2 := (A ×
B)\C of X . Apply Theorem 2.2 to the projection of X on A. To obtain the
closures of fibres we take the closures of typical fibres Fi1 in Fi and their images
in X under the structural trivializing homeomorphisms. The images are semi-
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algebraic by Theorem 2.1. The union of these images for all i is semi-algebraic
and is exactly the “fibrewise” closure of C.
Q. E. D.
Lemma 6.2 Let A, B and C,D ⊂ A× B be semi-algebraic sets. Then the set
of a ∈ A such that Ca ⊂ Da is semi-algebraic.
Proof. The complement of the required set in A coincides with the pro-
jection on A of the difference C\D. The difference of semi-algebraic set is
semi-algebraic, the projection is semi-algebraic by the Tarski-Seidenberg theo-
rem (Theorem 2.1).
Q. E. D.
Lemma 6.3 Let A, B, C, E ⊂ A ×B and G ⊂ E × C be semi-algebraic sets.
Then the set of all a ∈ A, such that for all b ∈ Ea the fibre G(a,b) consists of
exactly one point, is also semi-algebraic.
Proof. We apply the Theorem 2.2 on local trivialization to the projection
of G on E. This yields a partition {Yi} of E. The set E′ ⊂ E of one-point
fibres G(a,b) is then the finite union of Yi’s such that the corresponding typical
fibres Fi consist of one point. It follows that E
′ is semi-algebraic. The required
set in A coincides with the set of a ∈ A such that Ca ⊂ E′a. The latter set is
semi-algebraic by Lemma 6.2.
Q. E. D.
Proof of Proposition 6.2. We first consider the condition that ξe,p extends
to a well-defined continuous map on D. This means that for any point w ∈
(Yi)p ∩ (Yj)p, i, j = 1, . . . , t, the limits of graphs of ξe,p over (Yi)p and (Yj)p
coincide over w and consist of one point.
For every stratum Gls, Gli, Glj , s = 1, . . . , h, i, j = 1, . . . , t, with
Gls ⊂ (Yi)p ∩ (Yj)p
we write these conditions in a form
i) Γi(p) ∩ (B(p)×W ′) = Γj(p) ∩ (B(p)×W ′),
ii) ∀w ∈ B(p) : #(Γi(p) ∩ ({w} ×W ′)) = 1

 , (27)
where
B(p) := gl({p} ×Gls) ⊂ {p} ×D
and Γi(p) := e˜i((Yi)p × {ei}) is the graph of ξe,p over (Yi)p.
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Now, by Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, the set {p ∈ Pl | i) in (27) is satisfied } is a
semi-algebraic subset of Pl. For the condition ii) in (27) we set in Lemma 6.3
A := P ′, B := D, C := W ′,
E := {(p, w) ∈ P ′ ×D | w ∈ B(p)}
and
G := {(p, w,w′) ∈ E ×W ′ | w ∈ Γi(p) ∩ (B(p)×W ′)}.
Then, by Lemma 6.3, the set {p ∈ Pl | ii) in (27) is satisfied } is a semi-algebraic
subset of Pl.
Without loss of generality, i) and ii) are satisfied for p ∈ Pl. Thus, the
closures of graphs of ξe,p over {p}×D yield well-defined maps ξp:D →W ′ (We
do not know yet, whether or not these maps are continuous).
The next condition on ξe,p is
ξe,p(D) = D, (28)
which is, by Lemma 6.2, a semi-algebraic condition.
Now, if conditions (27) and (28) are satisfied, we can prove that ξe,p is
continuous. For this let Up ⊂ D denote the union of all (Yi)p’s, i = 1, . . . , t.
This is an open dense subset of D where ξe,p is continuous. Fix a point w0 ∈ D.
By (27), ξe,p(w0) is the only limit value of ξe,p(w) for w ∈ Up. Since ξe,p is
bounded, we have
ξe,p(w0) = lim
w→w0
w∈U
ξe,p(w), (29)
which means ξe,p is continuous.
Thus, we obtained a family of continuous maps ξe,p from D onto D, which
are holomorphic outside some real analytic locally closed subvariety of codi-
mension 1. By the theorem on removable singularities, ξe,p is holomorphic on
D.
Further, by the theorem of Osgood (see [7], Theorem 5, Chapter 5) ξe,p is
biholomorphic if and only if it is injective. This is the condition on fibres:
#(ξ−1e,p(y)) = 1, y ∈ D. (30)
The set {p ∈ Pl | (30) is satisfied } is, by Lemma 6.3, semi-algebraic (we set
A := P ′, B :=W ′, C := D, E := P ′×D ⊂ A×B and G is the family of graphs
of ξe,p). This finishes the proof of Proposition 6.2.
Q. E. D.
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6.3 The image ı(Aut
a
(D)) and the set of associated graphs.
Here we wish to prove Proposition 6.1. Let Pe,l be the semi-algebraic subsets
from Proposition 6.2. We obtain a diagram:
P
ր
xı
Pe,l → Auta(D)
p 7→ ξe,p
, (31)
where the map from Pe,l into P is the usual inclusion. We define P
′
e,l ⊂ Pe,l
to be the subset of all points p ∈ Pe,l, for which the diagram is commutative.
This condition means p = (v, v′, l) = (v, ξe,p(v), (ξe,p)∗v) and is therefore semi-
algebraic. Therefore, P ′e,l is semi-algebraic. The semi-algebraic property of
ı(Auta(D)) is a consequence of the following observation.
Lemma 6.4
ı(Auta(D)) =
⋃
e∈E
l=1,...,r
P ′e,l.
Proof. Let p ∈ ı(Auta(D)), i.e. p = ı(f) for some f ∈ Auta(D). Then, by
Proposition 5.1, Γf ⊂ Fp. We have p ∈ Pl for some l = 1, . . . , r. The graph
Γf defines sections in F over every connected open stratum (Yi)p, i = 1, . . . , t.
This means that for some choice e ∈ E we have f = ξe,p. Then ξe,p ∈ Auta(D),
which implies p ∈ Pe,l. Further, the equality f = ξe,p means that diagram (31)
is commutative for p. Then p ∈ P ′e,l and the inclusion in one direction is proven.
Conversely, let e ∈ E be fixed and p ∈ P ′e,l. Since p ∈ Pe,l, f := ξe,p is an
automorphism in Auta(D). The commutativity of diagram (31) means p = ı(f).
This implies p ∈ ı(Auta(D)), which proves the inclusion in other direction.
Q. E. D.
Proof of Proposition 6.1. The family
Γ := {(ı(f), w, f(w)) | f ∈ Auta(D) ∧w ∈ D}
over P ′e,l coincides now with the family of graphs of ξe,p. The latter is, by
construction, semi-algebraic and Proposition 6.1 is proven.
Q. E. D.
7 Semi-algebraic structures on Auta(D)
Here we finish the proof of Theorem 1.3. In previous section we considered
imbeddings ı:Aut(D) → PN . Here we wish to change to Cartan imbeddings
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Cv(f) := (f(v), f∗v). By Proposition 5.1, ı is given by ı(f) = (v, f(v), f∗v),
where v = (v1, . . . , vm) ∈ Dm.
The image Cvj (Auta(D)) is equal to the projection of ı(Auta(D)) on V
′
j ×Lj
(we use our notations v′j = f(vj) ∈ V ′j , lj = f∗vj ∈ Lj). By Theorem 2.1
of Tarski-Seidenberg, Cvj (Auta(D)) is semi-algebraic. Further, it is semi-
algebraically isomorphic to ı(Auta(D)). By Remark 5.1, any v and v
′ can be
among vj ’s. Thus we obtain the following result.
Proposition 7.1 Let v ∈ D be any point. The image Cv(Auta(D)) is semi-
algebraic and this semi-algebraic structure is independent of v ∈ D.
Now we fix some v ∈ D and denote by K the image Cv(Auta(D)) ⊂ D ×
Gl(n). The family Γ′ ⊂ Cv(Auta(D)) × D2 of graphs over Cv(Auta(D)) is a
projection of Γ and is therefore semi-algebraic. To simplify our notation we set
P := D ×Gl(n), and Γ := Γ′.
Statements 2 and 3 in Theorem 1.3 can now be formulated as follows:
Lemma 7.1 With respect to the group operation of Auta(D), K is a Nash group
and the action on D is Nash.
Proof. We consider the graph of the operation (x, y) 7→ xy−1 in K3. For
this, start with the family Γ ⊂ K×D×D and define a new family Γ1 ⊂ K3×D3
by
Γ1 := {(x, y, z, w, w′, w′′) ∈ K3 ×D3 | (y, w′, w) ∈ Γ ∧ (x,w′, w′′) ∈ Γ}. (32)
The conditions in (32) express the fact that y−1 ∈ K transforms w in
w′ and x ∈ K transforms w′ in w′′. The projection Γ2 of Γ1 on K3 × D2
(with coordinates (x, y, z, w, w′′)) is, by the Theorem of Tarski-Seidenberg,
semi-algebraic. Now the condition z = xy−1 means that the graphs of z
and xy−1 coincide, i.e. the fibres (Γ2)(x,y,z) and (Γ3)(x,y,z) coincide, where
Γ3 := {(x, y, z, w, w′′) | (z, w,w′′) ∈ Γ} is an extension of Γ.
By Lemma 6.2, the coincidence of fibres is a semi-algebraic condition on
(x, y, z) ∈ K3. This proves that the graph of the correspondence (x, y) 7→ xy−1
is semi-algebraic, which means that the group operation is semi-algebraic. Since
the latter is also real analytic by Theorem of Cartan, K is an affine Nash group.
Furthermore, the graph Γ of the action of K on D is semi-algebraic and real
analytic and therefore Nash.
Q. E. D.
It remains to prove statement 1 in Theorem 1.3 which asserts that Auta(D)
is a Lie subgroup of Aut(D).
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Proof of statement 1. We begin with the semi-algebraic set K. By
Proposition 2.1, it admits a finite semi-algebraic stratification. Let x ∈ K be a
point in a stratum of maximal dimension. Then there is a neighborhood Ux ⊂ P
of x, such that K∩Ux is a closed real analytic submanifold of Ux. The preimage
K ′ := C−1v (K ∩ Ux) is a closed real analytic submanifold in the neighborhood
Uf := C
−1
v (Ux) of f := C
−1
v (x). Since Auta(D) is a subgroup of Aut(D), we
see that Auta(D)∩ (f−1 ·Uf) = f−1 ·K ′ is a closed real analytic submanifold in
the neighborhood f−1 · Uf of the unit id ∈ Aut(D). This implies that Auta(D)
is a real analytic subgroup of Aut(D). Q. E. D.
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